1 .Introduction.-In a previous work on the ferrimagnetic thiospinel FeCr 2 Si,, we showed that the temperature dependence of the hyperfine parameters cannot be described in a localized model /l/. To set informations on the electronic structure of Fe 11 in A site in thiospinel, we studied by Mossbauer spectroscopy the following compounds :
Cd. We used the crystal field theory which was applied to the ferromagnet CdCr^^ /3/ and we extend the calculation to the ferrimagnet MnCr 2 S l( . This lowest S E state is split by the exchange field and spin-orbit coupling described by the hamiltonian :
The first term results from the exchange field arising from magnetic chromium in CdCr 2 Si, and from chromium and manganese in MnCr 2 Si t . As a result, 5 E is split in five doublets, then further split by second order spin-orbit coupling into ten singlets. to similar results / 6 / . and E for both compounds does not explain the departure from axial symmetry of the EFG, the existence of non zero 0 and the appearence of a distriReferences bution of hyperfine parameters for T > 30K. This / I / Brossard, L., Thesis Paris-Sud (1977 
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